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01/ The Musketeers

02/ The Ravine

03/ Rochefort and The Musketeers

04/ D’Artagnan’s Rescue Mission

05/ Milady and The Jewels

06/ Escape Foiled

07/ The Christening

08/ Hail Mary

09/ Constance and D’Artagnan

10/ The Innocents

11/ Samara

12/ In The Stars

13/ Aramis and The Queen

14/ They Are Here Somewhere

15/ The Aftermath

16/ Training The Village

17/ Athos Remembers Milady

18/ Enjoy Your Evening

19/ He Died For His Country

20/ Series Two Finale

SERIES TWO



01/ Refugees

02/ Sylvie Hides The Evidence

03/ Feron

04/ Bonnaire

05/ Sylvie and Athos

06/ Feron’s Entertainment

07/ Grimaud’s Wrath

08/ King Louis

09/ The Prisoners Escape

10/ Madman

11/ Humiliation of The Red Guard

12/ The Village

13/ Porthos Meets Elodie

14/ Death of a Great Man

15/ Hiding The King

16/ Conclusions

17/ The Garrison

18/ Requiem

19/ We Refuse To Die

20/ Series Three Finale

SERIES THREE



something that had the right heroic swagger, a 
sense of romance, a twinkle in its eye and clear 
momentum towards a high point that I could 
deliver at key moments in the story. The first 
section I wrote to picture was the ravine sequence 
in episode 1. I combined the Musketeers' theme 
with music for the Spanish enemy, trying to keep 
the tension high, only delivering the release of 
the theme when the Musketeers prevail in some 
way. It was a useful place to start, as it set the tone 
for the orchestration and cemented the thematic 
idea.

Soon Milady de Winter had a theme, along 
with Rochefort, the Dauphin, Constance and 

In 2014 I was asked by BBC Executive Producer 
Jessica Pope, and producer Colin Wratten if I’d 
like to take on the scoring of The Musketeers.

I’d worked with both Colin and Jess on projects 
previously and the process had been fruitful, 
creative and fun. Our conversations led to the 
idea of making the music more orchestral, drawing 
out the romance and action further, heightening 
the drama, and in essence, creating a big, bold 
soundtrack to match the scale and ambition of The 
Musketeers.

I wanted to create a thematic score, and began 
with my own Musketeers melody. I tried to write 

talented and were all generously collaborative. 
Jess and Colin, and in Series 3, producer Matthew 
Bird, were incredibly supportive, as were post 
production supervisors Kate Standard and  
Nina Khan. I owe a huge debt of thanks to my 
team, listed in the music credits, without whom 
I simply couldn’t have delivered the score. 
Finally a big thank you to BBC Worldwide and  
Silva Screen Records for the chance to release the 
score as an album.

I hope you enjoy the music as much as I did creating 
it.

Paul Englishby, Composer

D’Artagnan and so on, enabling me to develop a 
character’s story in the music by setting the themes 
differently depending on circumstance, jeopardy, 
failure or success. My Musketeer theme is never far 
away, lurking beneath other musical ideas, or just 
a few notes of it leading into another musical idea. 
This approach glues the whole score together as a 
whole, while allowing the many disparate themes 
to help tell the stories.

I’ve had a wonderful time on these two series. 
It’s a joy for a composer to have such a canvas to 
work with, and stories that call for a wide range 
of musical expression, from the intimate to the 
epic. All the directors I worked with are extremely 
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immersive and full of emotion. Paul Englishby 
followed that on and revealed the epic and 
ambitious musical soul of the series with his 
beautiful, emotional and adventurous composition. 
I’d worked with Paul before and knew how good 
his ‘ear’ was. He has that rare ability to capture 
character nuance musically. He is a very erudite man 
though he wears his skill and talent lightly and he 
was able to interweave music from the period with 
more modern, exciting instruments and rhythms 
- finding numerous ways to uplift and support the 
stories and characters whether through a full-on 
orchestral action sequence score or something more 
gentle if needed. His music is incredibly masculine 
and full blooded. He was responsive and intuitive 

From the very beginning of development we knew 
the music for ‘The Musketeers’ was going to play a 
huge part. The demands the show would make of the 
composer were big. They would have to shut their 
ears to the countless scores of many previous   film 
adaptations of the original novel - both the good 
and the bad - and they would have to conjure up 
original compositions and themes that would be 
substantial enough to carry across several series and 
many episodes.  
 
Adrian Hodges’ scripts were smart and funny; 
his stories had depth and truth, telling us about 
courage, morality, love, honour and friendship, 
and they deserved a score that would be exciting, 

when working with the directors and actors, adding 
yet more wonderful layers to their already amazing 
work. We are very proud of The Musketeers' 
score which is everything we wanted it to be -  
life-affirming, entertaining and optimistic and 
above all else, romantic and courageous.   The 
response to the music from the show has been 
incredibly positive. This is a very popular score that 
a huge number of fans have waited on for a long time 
so we are delighted it is now being released. I, like 
a lot of people, carry these themes and tunes in my 
head - these compositions (a small few, chosen from 
so many!) are the melodic heart of ‘The Musketeers’.
 
Jessica Pope, Executive Producer
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